
LESION NETWORK ANALYSIS: 
A TOOL TO UNDERSTANDING MANIA 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

We conducted a literature 
review and found 28  
cases of lesion  
induced mania  
that fit our  
criteria:  

PubMed 

• A singular brain injury occurred and manic 
symptoms developed after 

• No prior 
     history of  
     mania or 
     psychiatric  
     disorders  

LESION TRACINGS:  

We observed that mania-inducing lesions disrupt networks 
in three bilateral brain regions that are not disrupted in 
control lesions: The temporal poles, the orbitofrontal 

cortex, and Brodmann’s Area 46. The temporal poles and 
orbitofrontal cortex are shown in red, and Brodmann’s 

Area 46 is shown in blue. 

DATA ANALYSIS: 

Google Scholar 

We ran each lesion as a  
separate seed region to find normal  
functional connectivity to those lesion spots. These maps 
were thresholded at a t value of 4 and then overlaid to find 
areas of high convergence between the 28 lesions.² 

C 

The  
Liebermeister  
test found 
networks that are 
disrupted in the 
mania causing 
lesions, but not 
randomized control 
lesions.³ Here are 
the areas!  

Orbitofrontal 
cortex 

Brodmann’s 
Area 46 

Temporal 
poles 

DATA ANALYSIS: 

Number of lesions 
overlapping  

9.0 24.0 2.6 4.0 

Liebermeister test results 

We hypothesize that these regions are part of an 
interconnected network that gives rise to manic 

symptoms when they are disconnected.  
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And to your left 
you’ll see areas 
of significance!  

2.6 4.0 

• Had to include a CT or MRI scan   

Harvard 
Countway 
Library 

We traced all 28 lesions on to standardized, 3x3 mm voxel brain  
atlases to see                                   if they converged on a singular 
region.¹                                                          But was this the case? 

Nope! We found the     
   lesions were        
      heterogeneous, and  
        the highest region              
         of convergence    
        was 4 lesions.  
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Bipolar disorder is a debilitating disorder causing 
individuals to alter between different mood states: mania, 

euthymia, and depression. We have been able to 
determine through imaging data that brain networks 
change between mood states, but there is not much 

information on the cause of these mood state switches. 
Lesion based analysis is a relatively new method of 

studying causality in various symptoms.  

 
We theorized that lesions causing mania share a common 
pattern of brain connectivity whose disruption gives rise 
to the manic symptoms. Our objective was to use lesion 

based analysis to determine possible causal links between 
brain networks and mania. 

 
 

METHODS 


